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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
John Rene Plaut has contributed to the dictionary with 11532 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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tejote
TEJOTE See TEJOCOTE

teke
TEKE 1.  In Japan urban legend and anime of a girl who dies overwhelmed by the train, who closes her by half the body.
 Actually his name is Teke teke.  2 .  In Turkey, goat 3.  In Uruguay nicknamed a Boy of Cerrito in Montevideo

tela de seda sin brillo
SILK FABRIC WITHOUT BRIGHTNESS There are fabrics that are mixed, usually, with cotton and that have a high
percentage of silk but that lose their characteristic shine.

tela impecable
IMPECCABLE FABRIC, fabric or fabric that is in perfect condition, immaculate, without faults or stains

tela vaquera
DENIM DENIM FABRIC, denim, fabric used to make blue jeans and similar clothing, originally intended as work clothes,
strong and resistant.  Denim derives from fabric from Nimes, a city in the south of France.  Jeans comes from Jean
Fustian and refers to a cotton fabric from Genova, (Genes). Indigo are the fabrics of the darkest blue color and refers
only to the tone. 

telas
TELA Plural FABRICS .  See TELA

teleasistencia
TELEASISTENCE remote support via digital means

teledifusora
TELEDIFUSORA television station that broadcasts one or more television signals. 

telefilme-secuela
TELEFILME-SECUELA TELEfilms are special episodes of TV series that are ongoing.  A telemovie-sequel would be
screened as a sequel to the episodes to come. 

telefonizar
TELEFONIZAR Convert a face-to-face or even digital service, in a robotized or personalized remote version, through a
call center, or CALL CENTER

telegestion
TELEGESTION spelling error by TELEGESTION , management performed remotely, through networks. 

telegestión
TELEGESTION administration of a company, business, body or institution over the Internet



telemeco
TELEMACO (and not Telemaco) is a character created by Homer, author of the Odyssey.  He is the son of the
protagonist, Odysseus, and of Penelope.  He returns home after a while, but does not recognize his father because
Athena had made him a beggar.

telemedicina
TELEMEDICINE medicine carried out interactively, through teleconferences, messaging and telephone service. 

telemonitorización
TELEMONITORING remote control activity using monitors

teleprompter
TELEPROMPTER equipment that unfolds the text on a transparent surface that the commentator reads and saying
Occasionally the system has a pedal that the announcer presses so that the text stops or advances at the speed desired
by the reader. 

telerradar
TELERRADAR devices implemented in the high circulation roads of vehicles to control the speed of the vehicles and
make the corresponding complaint to courts in a semi-automatic way

teletrabajo
TELEWORK work done online, remotely

televigilancia
TELEVIGILANCE security control system through surveillance cameras that record and transmit images to a
surveillance center that coordinates the actions that are necessary

telones
Plural curtain TELONES

temblequeante
TEMBLEQUEANTE that trembles, trembling, fragile, lacking solidity or firmness, unsordable

temblequente
TEMBLEQUENTE Spelling Error by TEMBLEQUEANTE

tememe
TEMEME Spelling error by TÉMEME

temerosas
FEARFUL f .  and pl .  of FEARFUL, who is afraid, afraid

temerosidad



TEMEROSITY Quality of Fearful , Fear

temesis
TEMESIS grave word, without accent is a phonetic deformation by TMESIS that comes from Latin and which means
cutting, separation, and whose "TM" is difficult to pronounce.  It is a rhetorical figure belonging to group 1 figures of
diction, subgroup 1. 1 position figures, consisting of HIP-BARTON , ANSTROFE[/E[ , TMESIS or temesis , and synchisis
.  It consists of separating a word or phrase and inserting a new term in the middle or, also, by mediating a metric pause
: In two words : im-pressing !!!

tempeh
TEMPEH protein product derived from soybeans, very consumed on the island of Java and also in the rest of Indonesia,
which is presented in the form of cake. Unlike TOFU which is like a quesillo with small holes as in Swiss cheese,
TEMPEH contains 5% more protein (19% ), but, in addition, contains fiber, which does not have tofu. 

templador electrico
ELECTRIC TEMPERER misspelling by ELECTRIC TEMPERER

templador eléctrico
ELECTRIC TEMPERER ELECTRIC HEATER

temploroso
TEMPLOROSO spelling error by TEMBLOROSO, which trembles. 

tempura
TEMPURA typical Japanese dish consisting of giving a quick frying, about 3 minutes, to foods, such as vegetables and
seafood, in sizes of a sufficiently small snack that can be ingested without cutting it.  In Japanese it is TENPURA, a word
that comes from the Latin tempura and this gave way to the Portuguese TEMPERO which means seasoning.  The
Iberian missionaries introduced her to the island with the intention of not eating meat at Easter. 

tener a pan y manteles
HAVING PAN AND MANTELES have someone who does not give back at home.  Said of a person who lives in one's
house and contributes nothing. 

tener alegría
HAVE JOY be happy, blissful Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be blissful, be happy, enjoy

tener chispa
HAVE CHISPA Be witty, have wit, be fun

tener familia
HAVE FAMILY Have child(s) . It is subsented that it is a child of its own and not an adopted child.

tener las piernas en la tierra
HAVING THE PIERNAS ON THE EARTH Keep calm, be conservative, be cautious Some synonyms, words or similar



expressions may be to have your feet on the ground, be cautious

tener los pies en el suelo
HAVE YOUR FEET ON THE FLOOR have a conservative, landed look, without being risky or dreamy. 

tener lógica
HAVE LOGIC have common sense, be (something) reasonable

tener mala hostia
HAVE BAD HOSTIA in Spain, mostly : 1 .  have bad milk, do things with bad intention 2.  be toxic, bad temper Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions can be evil, be bad, be grumpy, be bad temper, be enojón

tener mala leche
HAVE BAD MILK. Have bad luck, be unlucky.  [E[BE MALA LECHE Be a bad person

tener metido entre ceja y ceja
HAVING BETWEEN CEJA AND CEJA adverbial locution which means being obsessed (with something), wanting to do
something outrageously

tener morro
HAVE MORRO In Spain : Said- of a person who has no consideration with the rest.  Indolent, scoundrel.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be to have a lot of nose, to have a nose that steps on it

tener paja
HAVE PAJA In Chile and Argentina : be unhooked, have slackness. 

tener que ver
HAVE TO SEE to be related, have participation, be complicit

tener sexo
HAVE SEX having sex between two people, in which there is usually penetration of each other or both. 

tener un buen pasar
HAVE A GOOD PASS Have a well-off economic situation, without any major shocks.

tenerla clara
TENERLA CLARA , Colloquial expression to say that it is very well perceived what is the situation being conversed. 
Have something very clear, be very sure of what is explained.

tenia parecido a triculi
HAD SIMILAR TO TRICULO In Haiti and the Dominican Republic : Said of a drink : That its taste is similar to the
TRICULI drink manufactured clandestinely in Haiti and the Dominican Republic, together with THE CLE-N and
PITRINCHI, harmful and toxic to health by containing methanol, which produces blindness and death.



teniente alcalde
LIEUTENANT ALCALDE Lieutenant is a military degree.  Mayor is a rank of civil authority of popular choice.  For it to
make sense it must be a lieutenant named Mayor and he deserves no explanation in a dictionary. 

tenpura
TENPURA spelling error by TEMPURA

tenuer
TENNUER English tenuous, tenuous.  Slimming, disabling, impaling

teoreticos
THEORETICOS spelling error by THEOTICOS Plutal THEORETICS, theoretical, speculative, without experience
knowledge support. 

teoría queer
QUEER THEORY Anglicism derived from the English queer which means strange, rare and with which formerly any
member of the LGBT community was derogantly designated.  Today it is used for non-heterosexual or cisgender people.
 The theory presupposes that being queer is not part of human nature but the construct of acquired social habits and
customs.

teórico-poética
THEORETICAL-FEMALE POETICS of THEOTIC-POETIC, which combines the theoretical with the poetic. 

teórico-poético
THEOTIC-POETIC that combines the theoretical with the poetic, which makes a theoretical analysis about poetry in
general or some poetic aspect of literature. 

teórico-práctica
THEORETICAL-PRACTICE that has a theoretical part and another practice. 

teórico-práctico
THEORETICAL-PRACTICE that has a theoretical part and another practice

tepemezquites
TEPEMEZQUITES plural of TEPEMEZQUITE , lysiloma divaricata , tree of Mexico

tepual
TEPUAL 1 .  tepu forest genus of monotypic shrub thepualia, belonging to the family mirtáceas.  They form forests with
very intersverse trunks so it is very difficult to cross them.  2 .  In Chile : airport of the city of Puerto Montt, about 1. 000
kms south of Santiago. 

terapia alternativa
ALTERNATIVE THERAPY is that treatment that is distinguished from the therapy proposed by medicine, traditional,
such as medicinal herbs, pilates, meditation or the secrets of nature. 



terapias alternativas
ALTERNATIVE ALTERNATIVE THERAPIES of ALTERNATIVE THERAPY

tercer poste
THIRD POST Means, in football, it is the third time that the ball hits on some stick, either the verticals, or the crossbar-

tercera vía
THIRD WAY political and economic alternative that combines the extreme Marxist leftism - leministic of absolute control
by the State with a laissez faire of a market left to its own destination and irregulated. 

tercos
PLURAL TERCOS of PORCO porfiado , stubborn, headed

tereftalato de polietileno
POLYETHYLENE TEREFTALATO called vulgarly PET ( POLYETHYLENE TEREPHTALATE ) is a polymer, perhaps
the most common, used in the packaging and textile industry.  It is widely used in packaging because of its high degree
of crystallinity.  It is processed like any thermoplastic, heating it and then subjecting it to an extrusion, injection, blowing
or THERMOCONFORMATION process.  When cooled quickly there is an increase in the transparency of the material,
as a result of the crystals not fully developing, not producing the effect of SCATTERING, so that the glass does not
interfere with the wavelength of visible light and there is almost no refraction or reflection. 

terf
TERF acronym for TransExcluyent Radical Feminist Anglicanism, trans-existing conservative feminists anchored in
BIOLOGICISM and gender essentialisms. 

terios
TERIOS comes from Latin, and this from Greek therion, meaning beast.  It is a name invented by Daihatsu in 1999 for
example, the models Terios Wild, Terios bego and Terios okii

termofilia
GREEK TERMOFILIA, heat thermos, and lover edges, love It's the taste or attraction of heat

termofraguante
THERMOFRAGRANT material that is manufactured by initial heating and then, through a chemical process of
polymerization or other heating becomes a hard material that does not soften. 

termonebulizador
THERMONEBULIZER nebulizer apparatus that diffuses vapor particles into the environment by first passing it through
an electric heater, which can be before the nebulizer (heating the nebulizer) or before the exit of the steam (heating the
steam) to the environment.   Nebulizers (cold) create microparticles by means of pressure, with greater residuality, that
is, the effect of the applied product lasts longer than with a thermonebulizer; and since it works in cold, it does not alter
the composition of the product you apply, while heat can affect the chemical composition and the expected effect.  

terracampina
TERRACAMPINA female of TERRACAMPINO , native of Tierra de Campos , region in the autonomous community of



Castilla y León

terracampino
TERRACAMPINO gentilicio of the inhabitants of Tierra de Campos, Spanish region in the autonomous community of
Castilla y León, which covers the provinces of Palencia, Valladolid, Zamora and León. 

terraplanista
TERRAPLANISTA concerning the concept that the Earth is flat 2 .  A person who believes that the Earth is flat and that
man does not yet reach the Moon. 

terraza-chiringuito
TERRAZA-CHIRINGUITO in Spain: a chiringuito is a small commercial premises on the beach in which drinks and food
are sold, and which has a terrace so that diners can sit.  The beach bars and terraces are loved by some and hated by
others. 

terrazing
TERRAZING spelling error or Spanishization by TERRACING, anglicism to define large spaces so that spectators in a
stadium can remain standing. 

terreno demarcado
DEMARCATED LAND Place whose boundaries have been signposted

terreno llano entre montañas
GROUND LLANO BETWEEN MOUNTAINS This should be consulted in a Tesaurus (Upside down dictionary) The
answer is Valley

terrenos
TERRENO plural TERRENO site, land

terretenientes
LANDOWNER person possessing large tracts of land, especially agricultural land owner.

territorio justo
RIGHT TERRITORY In the usual jargon is considered Land or land an area belonging to a private or public of limited
dimension.  Territory is usually a large area that belongs to a State or is part of a communion of countries or that
subsists as part of a former former empire.  Examples are the French Southern Territories, not recognized by the
international community.  Now, well, a territory will be just when it is assigned, granted or defined as valid and suitable
for the suiting party

terrorismo virtual
VIRTUAL TERRORISM Criminal action of organized groups that use networks to threaten and create terror for political
purposes

test de alcoholemia



ALCOHOLEMIA TEST that measures the percentage of alcohol a person has in the sanfre to check if the driver was
driving in a state of intemperance or was sober.

test match
TEST MATCH anglicism meaning 'test match' or 'test match' in rugby: match that is arranged between two national
rugby teams, with the official recognition of the national federations and that is valid for the world ranking, the World
Rugby Ranking, which works in a similar way to the FIFA ranking of football. 

test pcr
TEST PCR It is a very simple molecular biologyological technique that is made to detect, among many other
possibilities, the presence of viruses in the DNA of a living being.  PCR stands for Polymerase Chain Polymerase
Polymerase Polymerase Polymerase PolymerAse PolymerAse Polymer .  A small segment of DNA is taken and by
temperature and a thermostable enzyme (taq polymerase) is multiplied (by the denaturation and repeated priming of the
sample) in a thermocycler between 20 and 40 times to obtain a volume ( 27 cycles produce more than one million
copies of genes of interest in just 4 hours) sufficient that a software can easily detect the presence of the pathogen. 
However it has 70% accuracy as there are a lot of cases of false negatives.  There are two types of test the conventional
and the quick test qPCR, in which it is measured in real time.

testeador
TESTER of the English TESTER, tester, meter, element, artifact, person or other means that tests the capacity or skill in
some matter. 

testosterónica
TESTOSTERONIC f .  of TESTOSTERÓNICO

testosterónico
TESTOSTERONIC RELATIVE TO OR BELONGING TO THE HORMONE PRODUCED BY THE TESTICLES . 

tetamancia
TETAMANCIA word of the language GIGLICO invented by Julio Cortáza , in Rayuela .  It refers to breastfeeding, giving
milk to a baby.

tetota
TETOTA In Chile vulgarism by breast, big.

tetracampona
TETRACAMPONA spelling error by TETRACAMPEONA, female TETRACAMPEON, which has won 4 times. 

tetraoléjico
TETRALEPLEGIC error by QUADRIPLEGIC

teucros
Teucros 1 .  Trojans 2 .  In mythology: Homeric hero mentioned in the Iliad as the best Greek bow shooter. 



teutón, na
TEUTON , NA see TEUTON , German , German

tevé
TEVE THE TV, TV, the TV

texto argumentativo
ARGUMENTATIVE TEXT It is that writing that explains and defends a concept, theory, initiative, project, etc.  giving
reasons and details that allow to understand and convince who reads it, of the goodness of it.  It differs from the
NARRATIVE TEXT that is the one that tells a story of a person or character, describing event through a space and a
time.  It is also different from the INFORMATIVE TEXT that is the journalistic character and that explains events, their
causes, development and consequences.  Another type is EXPOSITIVO, typical of congresses and classes, where an
expert addresses an audience less knowledgeable of the subject presented.   .

texto narrativo
NARRATIVE TEXT It is a category of literature typical of the novel or essay, where real or fictional stories and events
are told.  The texts can be cataloged according to their information contained or type of communication that you provide
to the reader.  There are, thus, journalistic texts, scientific texts, educational texts, narrative texts, explanatory texts,
descriptive texts

textos narrativos
NARRATIVE TEXTS .  Ea a type of writing in which events that occur somewhere and in a span of time are recounted,
with the participation of real or imaginary people.  Other types of text are argumentatitives, where it is a question of
justifying an approach, the informative, which provide news and information, the descriptions, which detail details, the
exhibitors that present information to the public less Specialized.

textura gel
TEXTURE GEL tactile sensation similar to that of the gel, that is, creamy close to the liquid, which contains an
emulsifying agent and another gelling agent, absorbing immediately in the skin where it is applied, unlike creams, which
are denser and therefore, slower absorption

texturar
TEXTURAR produce a TEXTURE on a smooth body. 

texturización
TEXTURIZATION Action and effect of giving texture to a fabric or other surface

teyte
TEYTE king , sheikh of a pre-Columbian people in Mesoamerica 2 .  Various companies, whose name, of various origins
is representing two initials, both T.  T and T , happens to be read and written teyte .  There are computer companies,
fashion companies and tea shops with this name. 

técnica manipulativa
MANIPULATIVE TECHNIQUE Methodology to manipulate people and induce them to do things or think a certain way



técnicas de mercado
MARKET TECHNIQUES Determining who consumes a product and developing strategies to increase demand

técnologías móviles
MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES Spelling error (no Spanish word has two graphic accents) and plural mobile TECHNOLOGY

témeme
FEAR ME second person of the imperative of the verb to fear

the road diet
THE ROAD DIET in English, road diet.  It consists of the rechanneling of the tracks, reducing the total number with
systemic improvement objectives. 

thick fog
THICK FOG English term meaning thick fog .  From FOG derives SMOG , contraction of SMOKE , smoke and FOG , fog

think tank
THINK TANK think tanks, agencies that seek to influence government policies and public debate. 

this
THIS English word meaning THIS , THIS , THIS

tiarrona
TIARRÓN, A derived from uncle.  In Spain, very tall and burly type.

tiberíades
TIBERIAS is a biblical and sacred city for Judaism along with Jerusalem, Hebron and Safed.  It is located to the north,
on the shores of the Sea of Galilee.  It is 200 m away. b . n . m .  It is the most visited tourist attraction center during the
various holidays in Israel.  .  It has just under 50. 000 inhabitants .  

tibiri tabara
TIBIRI TABARA It is not clear the origin of these terms, but it is said that there was formerly a half wheel that functioned
as a crankshaft, with two seats on each side and that, when turning towards the seats going up and down abruptly, as
do the pistons recessed in the crankshaft of an engine, giving a feeling of falling into the vacuum.  In Argentina and
Mexico is a pachanga or a street dance.

tibiri tabara
TIBIRI TABARA It is not clear the origin of these terms, but it is said that there was formerly a half wheel that functioned
as a crankshaft, with two seats on each side and that, when turning towards the seats going up and down abruptly, as
do the pistons recessed in the crankshaft of an engine, giving a feeling of falling into the vacuum.  In Argentina and
Mexico is a pachanga or a street dance.

tichoca
TICHOCA in Chile and Peru we use CHOCA, nahuatl, in mining regions, as synonymous with colation, both in the



afternoons and in the mornings. 

tickling
TICKLING from English, Tingling, titilation. 

tiempecito
DIMINUTIVE TIME; small amount of time , time

tiempista
TIEMPISTA player who always arrives before the others to the required position on the playing field. 

tiempos
TIMES Plural is used to imply an era.

tienda de mascotas
Commercial local PET SHOP that sells items of all kinds for the care and feeding of pets.  Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions may be pet shop

tienda para adultos
SHOP FOR ADULTS business where items of sexual connotation are sold, such as toys and sexual implements,
pornography, sexual lubricants and others. 

tierra 2
EARTH 2 SEE LAND TWO

tierra dos
EARTH TWO planet that could allow the continuity of the human species when the Earth can no longer sustain it.  
Earth-2 is an alternative world to the main Earth of the DC Multiverse, vibrating at different frequencies. Earth two . 
Tierra dos was a 21-episode television series from late '94 to mid-'95. 

tierra gemela
Twin Earth the philosopher Hilary Putnam took an idea raised by Edmund Husserl and in his work The meaning of
meaning poses the following dilemma: There are two identical Earth planets, except that one has H2O water and the
other XYZ water.  It runs, then, from whether two equal persons, one on each planet, understand different things
regarding the concept of water.  Today, in the incessant search for a habitable planet that orbits a star that emits light
like our sun, we also talk about a twin planet or EARTH TWO.

tierra media
HALF-EARTH fictional continent devised by R . j. j.  Tolkien for most of his fiction novels, where various intelligent
species live.  2 .  Video game series such as the subtitles Shadows of War and Shadows of Mordor. 

tierras
LANDS lands, large extensions that can reach, be the size of a continent. 



tierruo
TIERRUO In Venezuela : Land level or burial person .  person of very low social stratum, crude manners, no life plan.

tiestazo
TIESTAZO Blow given, usually on the head, with some pot from the kitchen.  Figuratively, to give a defeat or a serious
reprimand

tijeras anguladas
ANGLED SCISSORS vulgarism by ANGLED SCISSORS Surgical scissors for dental use to make cuts in materials or
sutures with great delicacy.  It has thin and pointed leaves to improve the accuracy of the cut. The termination of both
leaves have an angular break to facilitate the cut or suture Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be to
gaby, my surgeon friend, challenged her for saying 34, pass me the angled scissors 34, instead of 34, pass me the
angled scissors 34 , 

tilero
TILERO crataegus monogyna It is given this name because its flowers (hawthorn tila) are attributed sedative properties
with which an infusion or tisane is prepared to relax.  Hawthorn and variants refers to the numerous and lacerating
spikes or thorns (Latin spina) of its branches.  The generic Crataegus comes from the Latin crataegus acerolo, shrub of
this genus, of Greek origin krátaigos, perhaps derived from kratós force, vigor by the hardness of its wood; the specific
monogyna, of monkey one and gynos pistil with a seed. Shrub of the family of rosaceas with spiny branches.  Small,
white and fragrant flowers used for infusion and fruit in red berries. 

tiluchi
TILUCHI or TILUCH in Santa Cruz, Bolivia : small bird better known as a.  He has that nickname because he builds a
nest that resembles an adobe oven for baking kneaded bread. 

timadoras
Female and plural timator.  See con man.

timing
TIMING .  anglicism by synchronization and coordination of activities over time

tinago
TINAGO 1 .  Place in the Philippines, which features a beautiful waterfall, the Tinago Falls, in Illigan City, Lanao del
Norte.  2 .  Brand of a balanced animal food product produced in Buenos Aires, Argentina

tinajas
JARS pl .  of TINAJA

tinajito
TINAJITO.  DIminutive of TINAJO . 1 .  The tub is histricomorph rodent ujn of the Cuniculidae family.  It lives in the
vicinity of the waterways of the tropical forests, from Mexico and Central America, reaching Paraguay. 2 .  Tinajo is a
town in The City of Mexico, 54 Kms .  Saltillo and 100 Km from Monterey.  Tinajito is the diminutive of a Tinajo native.  3
.  Tinajo is a municipality in the province of Las Palmas, west of the island of Lanzarote.  Tinajito corresponds to the
diminutive of the native of Tinajo.  4 .  In Colombia it is a clay vessel, similar to the pitcher, and in which water is usually
stored.  5 .  In Argentina it can be a large capacity pond, like 750 l.



tinajo
TINAJO 1 .  Place in Las Palmas , Mayorca , Spain, 135 km2 .  It has a small population in 2020 of about 6. 500 people. 

tincleta
TINCLETA in Spain : insect of the order of dermápteros .  See TINCRETA

tink bell
TINK BELL ottographic error by Tinkerbell, in Spanish the dragonfly character of Peter Pan, called Tin Tin, who had a
magic wand and when flying spread magic dust.

tiny
TINY anglilicism by small, thin, sparse, minuscule

tiolizar
TIOLIZAR in a compound: change oxygen to sulfur

tip
TIP 1 .  Tip, in English

tipo de composicion literaria
TYPE OF LITERARY COMPOSITION Prose and poetry are types of literary composition.  As for its extension we have
long compositions such as novels and shorts such as fables, short stories, speeches, colloquies and poems.  As for the
content we have various types such as the historical novel, the kennings, the bildungsroman. Fiction

tiquisque
TIBISQUE Xanthosoma violaceum or Xanthosoma sagittifolium In Costa Rica plant of the abaceae family, very common
in the tropics and subtropics.  There are about 50 species In Venezuela is the ocumo.

tira pinta
TIRA PINTA colloquially, which is looking, showing itself vainly.  The noun is TIRAPINTAS and the verb is TIRAR PINTA
, strut .  PINTA is the facha , figure : Alain Delon still looks good

tirado asequible
TIRADO , A that is launched cheap.  Very affordable, which can be reached or achieved.

tirar el cuento
TIRAR THE STORY In Nicaragua Expression that is used when intending to go to the conquest of a woman or a man. 
Click

tirar el miedo
TIRAR THE FEAR In Mexico Mear , Urinate .  It comes from the similarity of the word fear to the word piss.

tirar la goma



TIRAR THE GOMA In Argentina : Allegory for sucking the glans on a man.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be male oral sex, sucking penis

tirar pa la cola
TIRAR PA LA COLA abandon , surrender; give up in a situation that you don't see a clear way out. 

tiritirar
TITIRITAR, and not TIRITIRAR, shake the body either cold or fear

titismo
TITISM ideology of former governor Josip Broz Tito, of the former republic of Yugoslavia.  His dictatorial stance was
characterized by following a heterodox communism that departed from the Soviet orbit, and which he managed to
maintain until his death, in 1980, at the age of 87. 

tíner
Slimming, diluting, you'll hold some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be thiner, thinner

títulos
TITLE plural TITLES

tlazahuate en centroamérica
TLAZAHUATE 1 .  In Mexico thrombocytosis or thrombosis acarozonosis .  it manifests as umbilant papules with an
intense itching on the face, trunk and limbs.  In Venezuela it is called thromboticesis and is common in rural areas.  In
Central America and Colombia Pinolillo and coloradilla

to toa
TO TOA Likely Error by TO TOAST 1 .  Provide 2.  Send an image or text that appears for an instant and then fades
without any receiver action. 

toallita húmeda
TOALLITA HÚMEDA Wetted Paper Wipes for Personal Hygiene .  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may
be wet wipe

toaster
TOASTER anglilicism by TOSTADOR, machine for making toast or roasting grains

tobeyano
TOBEYANO relating to or belonging to Joan Estruch Tobella (Barcelona, 1953), a Spanish philologist, historian and
teacher. 2 .  Rosalía , singer , actressRosalía Vila Tobella (Barcelona; 25 September 1993). 

tocación
TOCATION in Chile : 1 .  action of placing a medicine on the surface of the body.  2 .  action to touch women or children
with sexual intentions and without the victim's consent. 



tocando música
PLAYING MUSIC Gerundio of the verb play (an instrument) Performing music on a musical instrument.

tocapelotas
TOCAPELOTAS in Spain: person carrying, annoying, impertinent, inflatable

tochin in metztic
TOCHIN IN METZTIC In nahuatl , Rabbit on the Moon

tochin in metztic
TOCHIN IN METZTIC In nahuatl : Rabbit on the Moon .

tocho in metztic
TOCHO IN METZTIC of the nahuatl rabbit on the moon .  See TOCHIN IN METZTIC

toda vez que
ALL TIME THAT conjunctival locution that provides a causal to the action described above.  No equivalent to adverbial
expressions considering that , since , in consideration of that .  It does not have the hypothetical sense assumed by
Ricardo Delgado, but to ensure the aforementioned and REINFORCING IT with greater explanations. 

todabia
ALWAYS And I wasn't yet.  Still

todas
ALL, feminine and plural OF EVERYTHING

todas!
All! Without any exception, no exception left

tode
TODE Here I wish to make an additional contribution and incorporate the words TODES AND NOSOTRES, outstanding
terms, which the feminist movement proposed to incorporate into the dictionary of the SAR.  First of all, it is worth saying
that the Academy reacted immediately and emphatically, arguing that it was not at all necessary to incorporate these
words because they were already adequately covered and that they would produce a new language.  In 2018, Chilean
feminists forced things by marching and requiring the end of discrimination in universities, and demanding to incorporate
in class the words that did not discriminate, such as alumnes, companions, nuingunes.  The Diego Portales University
came to approve the dictation of classes respecting these demands, but then the thing cooled up in the face of society's
ridicule of this decision.  TODE is therefore a proposal of a term that means everything and everything.

todo el post mortem
( ALL )  POST MORTEM of Latin after death : Analysis that is made a posteriori of the events.  After the chess game,
the analysts stayed at the post mortem.

todo lo alcanza



 ( the one that )  EVERYTHING REACHES expression to designate something that gets everything it intends or to
describe something that affects the whole

todo lo que acarrea
EVERYTHING THAT CARRIES everything that carries with it, all that this implies

todocamino
TODOCAMINO type of vehicle adapted for rough terrain

todocampista
ALLCAMPIST Football player who has skills as a midfielder and forward

tofi
TOFI anglicism derived from toffee, homemade caramel sauce with which calugas are made.  The word toffee seems to
come from taffy, and this, in turn, from the French taffia (since 1679), Haitian rum made of cane. 

toiss
TOISS graphic deformation of toys, toy in English.  In Chile : Chain of stationery and fashion stores kawaii . 

toji
TOJI, 14, fourth child EVA-03 pilot, fictional character created by Gainax and designed by Yoshiyuki Sadamoto,
belonging to the Neon Genesis Evangelion franchise. 

tolerador
TOLERATER .  It supports, that endures, that it accepts properly

tolete
TOLETE spanish word for toilette

tolette
TOLETTE french TOILETTE, bathroom .  The correct way is TOILETTE and is pronounced "tualet"

toliga
TOLIGA silly, stunned, panoli, astonished, aguevonado

toloque
TOLOQUE Corytophanes cristatus, lizard commonly known as BASILISK and famous because it has the ability to walk
on the surface of water. 

tolstoiano
TOLSTOIANO , A relative to or belonging to the Russian writer Leon Tolstoy, or to his literature. 



tolstoiano tolstoiana
TOLSTOIANO TOLSTOIANA See TOLSTOY

toma de contacto
CONTACT ACTION to contact or contact you. 

tomar iniciativa
TAKE INITIATIVE See TAKE THE INITIATIVE

tomar la iniciativa
TAKE INITIATIVE 1 .  Be the first to do something 2.  Lead, set an example

tomar tiempo
TAKE TIME to take a long time (to resolve), delay

tomatragos
TOMATRAGOS, alcoholic, alcohol-dependent person

tomba
TOMBA in Colombia : the police.  2 .  Tomb

tommy
Tommy diminutive of Thomas in English

toneles
TONELES , plural of TONEL 1 .  Flat wood barrel at its upper and lower ends and domed in its body with a larger
diameter in its central part, enzunched with metal or wooden bands.  2 .  Large Cuba 3.  Ancient measurement for
measuring vessel capacity, equivalent to 0 , 8333 tons 4.  Colloquially, very fat person

tonterías
PLURAL NONSENSE, stupidity, which is done without intelligence, thing or unintelligent action, silly

tontipop
TONTIPOP in Spain : name given to pop acne or indie music popularized by the Fresones Rebeldes by the year 1997,
claiming the indie music of the 60s, such as that of the 80s.  It was called tontipop in derogatory form for its naif style,
soft and unpretentious. 

tonto del haba
HABA TONTO in Spain : 1 .  Insult that hurts the most in many parts of Spain : its innocent origin and meaning has to do
with the tradition of celebrating the Three Wise Men on January 6th.  A gift and a bee are introduced to a roscon.  The
one who gets the gift becomes the king of the party and the one who gets the bee pays the roscon.   2 .  Subject that
besides imbecile by nature is pathetic in addition.  It is said of the simpleton that does not assume his condition. 



tonto el haba
TONTO THE HABA phonetic deformation of TONTO DEL HABA or TONTOLABA

tontolaba
TONTOLABA in Spain : TONTO DEL HABA

too sexy
TOO SEXY English, literally, Too sexy.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be very provocative, very
sensual, very lustful

top case
TOP CASE anglilicism by top box or encimer drawer .  Trunk that adheres to motorcycles and quad bikes for the
transport of objects and merchandise. 

top manta
TOP MANTA in Spain street and popular trade in counterfeit products and imitations of prestigious brands. 

top ten
TOP TEN that is in the top 10 places in the ranking

top-down
TOP-DOWN English locution meaning from top to bottom.  As opposed to bottom-up, a top-down design is to go from
general to detail, particularly in the design and implementation of computer systems and in the management of
strategies.

topdown-bottomup
TOP DOWN-BOTTOMUP see TOPDOWN and BOTTOM UP, design and planning methodologies that start from the
most global and generic until you reach the smallest details, topdown, or conversely starting from the details and
integrating, bottom up Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be from top to bottom, or from bottom to top
up

topiramato
TOPIRAMATO drug that is used alone or in combination with other medicines to treat generalized primary seizures,
which were formerly known by epilepsy, and that affect the whole body, and partial seizures. 

topografia y artilleria
TOPOGRAFIA AND ARTILLERIA spelling errors by TOPOGRAPHY and ARTILLERY

topones
TOPONES pl .  of TOPON, small encounter between people when crossing or small blow that has been given to a
vehicle, either colliding with another vehicle or another object. 

topping
Topping coating or garnisher that is added to ice creams usually served in wafers.  It can also be added to some



desserts.

tops
TOP Top of women's clothing that tightly covers the breasts and leaves the waist bare.

toque blanche
TOQUE BLANCHE de blanche, 'white' in French; high hat typical of chefs

toque de codos
TOUCH OF CODOS Greeting or farewell between two people that is done by touching the elbows of the same side to
replace the taken of hands that we have inherited from the Romans, who implemented it to prevent in the old embrace
they were stabbed in the back.  The idea is to minimize the likelihood of narrow contact contagion.  Thus given things it
is likely that this "elbow" also goes into oblivion and the greeting is completely remote, without any contact.

toraja
TORAJA Region and ethnicity of Indonesia characteristic by the maintenance among them of their deceased relatives,
sometimes up to years, because they believe that death is occurring slowly and not instantly as believed in the West.

torajas
TORAJA plural of Indonesian native TORAJA

torazo
TORAZO Augmentative toro .  Male ootent, good in bed. 

torcidos
TORCIDOS , plural of TORCIDO that is not straight, right .  It's squeaky or sned.

tordo común
COMMON TORDO see TORDO , MIRLO or common shaman . 

tordo renegrido
TORDO RENEGRIDO curaeus curaeus is a species of bird native to Chile and Argentina.  It is similar to the blackbird,
which has fur with shades of gray, but black fur. 

tories
TORIES English word with which is called the British Conservative Party and other Canadian Conservatives.  2 .  People
adhering to conservative ideology or sympathizers or members of the conservative party.  Originally it had a derogatory
connotation as the word comes from the Irish Thairide, meaning bandit. 

tornachiles
TORNACHILE of nahuatl tonalli, summer and chilli, aji in Mexico : solanacea plant that produces a light greenish chili
chili, which is sown in irrigated lands and is shaped like a trumpet. 



toros
BULLS pl .  of TORO 1 .  cow pair 2 .  Alpha male.  Dominant man who sleeps with the wife of a submissive or
cuckolden a love threesome. 

torpesa
AWKWARD (and non-TORPESA) Lack of skill, little ductility, inoperability, disability

torpez
TORPES (and non-TORPEZ), plural of TORPE , Slow and heavy motion 2.  Lack of ease, skill or dexterity.  3 .  Uns
intelligent person or who has difficulty understanding and understanding 4.  Lascive or obscene.  5 .  Acting with
TORPEZA Awkward Quality.

torpez
TORPES (and non-TORPEZ), plural of TORPE , Slow and heavy motion 2.  Lack of ease, skill or dexterity.  3 .  Uns
intelligent person or who has difficulty understanding and understanding 4.  Lascive or obscene.  5 .  Acting with
TORPEZA Awkward Quality.

torpezas
TORPEZAS plural of TORPEZA, lack of skill

torrezno
TORREZNO piece of bacon that is fried and cooked very toasted.  The word comes from the Indo-European root ters,
which means to dry, and is also related to the Latin word terra, land or dry land. 

torreznos
TORREZNOS plural of TORREZNO . 

tortas de alma
Soul cakes and Spain : They are made in the Aragonese counties of Matarraña, Maestrazgo, Andorra- Sierra de Arcos,
Cuencas Mineras and Bajo Aragón.  Dumplings stuffed with pumpkin candy that are also made in Catalonia, Castellón
and Valencia (pastissets) The origin of these cupcakes is medieval, Arabic judging by their ingredients.  The name Of
Soul Cakes, may be due to the Christian transformation that arose from the pagan feast of Samhain, the present
Halloween. In the ninth century in Europe, every 2nd of November, Christians asked for "Soul Cakes" peoples, a sweet
bread, and offered in return prayers for the souls of their dead

tortolear
TORTOLEAR Participate in the loving game between two people, allegory to cooing between the lovebirds.

torton
TORTON spelling error by TORTÓN

tortón
TORTÓN 1 .  In Ecuador and Mexico: species of heavy truck from 4 to 26 tons.  2 .  in Chile: augmentative derived from
cake, large amount of money.  The cake is the jackpot, the jackpot, the accumulated funds.  The word torton is valid
when it comes to a vehicle, probably because there is the torton brand



tortuga de patas rojas
RED-FOOTED TURTLE Chelonoidis carbonaria terrestrial species native to savannas and forests, from Panama to the
Guianas, Brazil and Paraguay.  In Venezuela and Colombia it is morrocoy or morrocoy sababera.  It is had as a pet,
having to feed it 50% of various vegetables, because if you get used to a food you will reject the rest.  Fruits are part of
their nutrition but on a small scale because sugars are harmful to them.  They require a lot of calcium and their
deficiency can be observed in their shell which becomes pointed.  They should be provided with water because they
produce little saliva to swallow. 

tortugota
ToRTUGOTA Augmentative TO TORTUGA Large Turtle

torturante
TORTURANT that tortures

tos convulsiva
CONVULSIVE COUGH infection of the airways that may have a serious character.  It is characterized by a special
sound when breathing, nasal congestion, nasal discharge and sneezing.  It's treated with antibiotics.  It is also called
whoorine cough, from Latin ferinus.   (ferocious, wild, like beasts). 

tos de los 100 días
COUGH OF THE HUNDRED DAYS in China : pertussis

tos de perro
DOG TOS Deep cough, hoarse, which gives children and resembles the barking of a seal and that is accompanied by a
kind of wheezing.

tosferina
TOSFERINA See FERINA TOS

tostones
TOSTONES plural of TOSTON , slice of toast smeared in oil or fried bread 2 .  Talking person without much
consistency.  3 .  Very toasted piece of food.

total audio policy
TOTAL AUDIO POLICY anglilicism by INTEGRAL AUDIO POLICY .  It's about every narrative publication being also
produced in audio.  HarperCollins Publishers has a great commitment in relation to audio publishing, being the only one
in the UK that has a comprehensive audio policy.  Not to be confused with audio policy, which is COPYWRIGTH's music
policy and rules. 

total look
TOTAL LOOK measure trend based on the extended use of a single color or a single print.  For example, shoes, wallet,
scarf, blouse and dress of the same fabric.  Also furniture, curtains, cushions, blankets, bed covers and carpets

totalidades
PLURAL TOTALIES OF TOTALITY , all .  Totality, in case it represents all, so that totalities can be given only if there



was several times a whole. 

totalismo
TOTALISM syncopation or error by TOTALITARISM, dictatorial government

totalizante
TOTALIZING that contributes to totalitarianism, which leads to dictatorship

touchdown
TOUCHDOWN highest-scoring play in rugby and football that is obtained by placing it on the ground, past the adverse
finish line, the oval ball. 

tourmalet
TOURMALET step located in the center of the French Pyrenees.  It is known because it is part of the cycle return of
Spain.

tout court
TOUT COURT French locution, literally means all short' but means dry, without more

toxina botulínica
BOTULINUM TOXIN compound that is applied to the rosto to hydrate it for a long time and eliminate expression lines

toy boy
TOY BOY anglilicism meaning TOY MUCHACHO . o MUCHACHO TO PLAY , is a Spanish television series that aired
on Antena 3 and that Netflix introduced in 2020 with great success.  . 

tómatelo
TAKE IT pronominal form of the second person of the imperative of the verb TO TAKE , IN ITS REFLECTIVE FORM :
TAKE : Take it easy .  She loves you.  It was just a slip.  Don't rush

tórridos
TORIDO PLURAL TORIDOS .  See Torrid

trabajador dependiente
DEPENDENT WORKER employed, person who works for a salary for a third party or a company or organization. 

trabajador sexual
SEX WORKER Man who has sex with other people and who receives a payment in money for his services.

trabajar por cuenta ajena
WORK FOR ACCOUNT EMPLOY WORK for a third party, be dependent worker, employee, as opposed to WORKING
FOR OWN ACCOUNT, being a freelancer, who has no employer or boss.



trabajar sexualmente
WORK SEXUALLY practice prostitution, have sex on a regular basis for a pay to live

trabajos
WORK plural WORKS Labor or effort 2 .  Criminal activity

trabajosoagotador
JOBOOUTBUSTERing mistyping synonyms LABORIOUS, EXHAUSTING

tracendencia
TRANSCENDENCE error by TRANSCENDENCE

tracer
TRACER English source word, which means plotter, which leaves trace .  Marker or eyeliner In Chile , highlighter .  Item
used for tracking, sonar or tracing.  Liner.  Element that leaves a trace or signal where it is going its route .

trackear
TRACK Anglicism derived from tracking, tracking, and to track, track; make the online follow-up of the purchase of some
product via networks, such as the stages of main winery, transport to aerpuerto, airport warehouse, flight, customs, city
winery, city transport, delivery

trader global
TRADER GLOBAL person or entity engaged in global trading operations

traders
TRADERS plural of TRADER, trader in the financial area who works in those markets investing or speculating for third
parties or for himself for the purpose of obtaining profits in the short, medium or long term. 

traduccion no laugthig matter
TRaduccion no laugthig matter .  No LAUGHTING MATTER TRANSLATION spelling error : Not for laughter.  Matter, in
English, is subject, matter, then you can translate also as No ws subject as to laugh.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be it is a serious matter is a serious matter

traductio
TRADUCTIO Traductio is a rhetorical figure or literary figure of the GROUP of REPETITION FIGURES consisting of
repeating the same word insistently and with the different meanings that it may possess : Go, go, go .  .  . nor go jump
the fence for going after the berries. 

traer cola
BRING COLA Very used expression in Chile which means to have consequences .  It has negative connotation.

trafa
TRAFA In Peru: Scammer Chanta



trafero
TRAFERO in Peru: chanta, con man, deceiver, con man

tragar con gula
SWALLOW WITH GULA Eat intensely and exaggeratedly, in an unmeasured way

tragar demasiado
SWALLOW TOO MUCH endure excessively, be mistreated. 

tragedias
TRAGEDIAS plural 1 .  Event of great sorrow and pain 2.  Event of grandws material and/or human losses 3 .  Kind of
theatrical work in verse cultivated by the ancient Greeks of great suffering from which the protagonists could not escape
and that always ended in a terrible ending.

traicionómetro
TRAICIONÓMETRO gravity meter of a person's deception to their partner.  Probably a television aplatelet scheme for
the public to give their evaluation and allow a verdict to be broadcast. 

traidores
TRAITORS plural OF TRAIDOR . acting unfairly, against the trust that has been granted to him.

trail running
TRAIL RUNNING in English, verbatim, track race or race by track.   A race that athletes perform on a rekortan track
around a stadium. 

trama alimenticia
FOOD TRAMA trófica network, interconnection between participants of a food chain, vegetables and animals. 

trama dramática
DRAMATIC PLOT Theatrical plays are classified into 7 genres, namely, [TRAGEDY, participation of gods, COMEDY,
humorous, DRAMA, serious things of life, MUSICAL, TRAGICOMEDY, irony, laughing at the dramatic, OPERA, tragedy,
comedy or sung tragicomedy and MONOLOGUE, usually humorous. 

tramadol
TRAMADOL Opioid analgesic medication used or to soothe pains that do not reach the level of intense .

tramadora
PLOTTER who plots, intrigues, concocts a sinister plan 2.  loom that intermingle the threads to make a fabric. 

tramboliko
TRAMBOLIC In 2013 a motorcycle had an accident while in obvious drunkenness.  The companion was interviewed and
used the word trambolic, meaning ESTRAMBOTIC.  From that moment he went viral and the author of the
disaggregated was nicknamed the drunk of the woodland.   The word was coined, especially in Paraguay, as
synonymous is bizarre, that is, exotic, rare, quirky, ridiculous, extravagant.



tramita
TRAMITA Verbal form of the verb TRAMITAR present , third singular person , : It carries out procedures , administrative
management .  2 .  Said of a person : That excessively lengthens an application or order : It processes everyone,
making them wait years and years.

tramitologia aduanal
CUSTOMS PROCESSING administrative paraphernalia in the processes of import or export of products

tramitologo
TRAMITOLOGO spelling error by TRAMITOLOGIST, specialized person, in processing, either by managing procedures
or by bureaucratizing them when you are demsned.

tramos
Plural TRAMOS of stretch, sector, part

trampa engaño
TRAP or ENGAÑO Machination that is against someone

tramposos
CHEATERS pl .  of CHEATER, person who cheats, who deceives, who commits acts outside the rules or regulations

tranfronteriza
CROSS-BORDER beyond borders, as opposed to CISFRONTERIZA, dentrius of borders.  Common example is
TRANSALPINO and CISALPINO

tranqui
TRANQUI slang for TRANQUILO,A Be calm!

tranquilizadoras
Female and plural TRANQUILIZERS of TRANQUILIZADOR

tranquilo sano
QUIET HEALTHY probable error of the app by not placing the comma between the two terms in the list of synonyms.  
Quiet means calm, while healthy means no harm. 

transbiologico
TRANSBIOLOGICAL (and non-transbiological) That surpasses the field of biology

transcraneal
TRANSCRANIAL of trans , Latin prefix meaning next to , through , across ; through the skull

transdisciplinar
Trans TRANSDISCIPLINAR, through and disciplinary 1.  Apply disciplinary punishments 2 .  Educate.  3 .  impose



discipline and order.  Impose discipline vertically or horizontally and in a planned manner in a hierarchical organization. 

transfemicidio
TRANSFEMICIDIO in Argentina, in 2016 there was a murder in Patagonia that until then was legally considered a crime
of passion.  Under the new legislation, the prosecutor asked to extend the formalization to transvesticide as the
gender-hate cause, the first time the term was used in a court file.  TRASVESTICIDIO AND TRANSFEMICIDIO are valid
neologisms derived from TRANSGENERO AND FEMICIDIO

transformador eléctrico
ELECTRICAL TRANSFORMER Device used to convert voltage ( voltage ), intensity ( amperage ) or shape of electric
current (alternating/continuous ) .  high voltage transformers convert the current from 20000 to 220/110 volts which is
what is used home

transfóbica
TRANSFICAL, Who Hates TRANSEXUAL

transfóbico
TRANSPHOBIC on TRANSFOBIA I hate transgender people

transfroteriza
TRASFROTERIZAes spelling error by CROSS-BORDER

transgeneracional
TRANSGENERATIONAL that surpasses generations, which goes through several generations

transgéneros
TRANSGENDER plural TRANSGENDER .  See TRANSGENDER . 

transhumana
TRANSHUMANO, Trans A beyond, divine, beyond the human

transhumanización
TRANSHUMANIZATION conversion from one human to another that has additional capabilities through technology, for
example, microchips integrated into the auditory system that allow you to hear sounds of lower frequency than the
audible, or an antenna that is incorporated as an organ to the brain acting as radar, or a device in the knee that always
informs you of the geographical north.  It poses more extreme possibilities such as sending genetic material to another
planet and having the sensations without having to move the physical body. 

transición ecológica
ECOLOGICAL TRANSITION in Spain : process of guidance and implementation of measures that go in the direction of
a productive and social model more environmentally friendly. 

transilvania
TRANSILVANIA from Latin trans, beyond, and sylva that means forest, that is, lands beyond forests.  It is a great



territory that makes up a good part of what is now Romania.  He's got 102. 824 km2 and about 7 . 5 million habs.

translocar
TRANSLOCAR Perform a TRANSLOCATION or Change of Location . When part of a chromosome is transferred to
another chromosome.  Chromosomes are structures that carry genes, the units of our hereditary information.

transluso
LUSO TRANSLUSO, Portuguese and TRANS prefix, beyond .  what's beyond Portugal, that is, Spanish

transmedia
TRANSMEDIA in TransMEDIA, technology and marketing policy implemented by Apple in which the narrative is
distributed in different plaraforms in COMPLEMENTARY form A new way of telling stories. 

transmesocolónica
TRANSMESOCOLÓNICA through the mesocolon, 

transodiante
TRANSODIANTE who hates, fears, is, uncomfortable with transgender people, considered transgender or whose
gender does not fit traditional gender roles.  2 .  that permeaes or conveys hatred everywhere

transoperatorio
Transoperative grammatical error by TRANSOPERATIVE The prefix TRANS means through, beyond and here it is
intended to explain some process after surgery, so it is appropriate to use POSTOPERATIVE or TRANSOPERATIVE. 

trap
TRAP 1 musical subgenre, derived from rap .  It emerged in the early 1990s with little popularity.  2 .  anglicism by trap,
ambush, catch, capture

trapo de cocina
KITCHEN TRAP CLOTH with which everything is cleaned and dried in a kitchen.  It is the dirtiest item that exists in a
home and the one that contains the greatest number of bacteria.  Therefore, figuratively, being a kitchen cloth could be
an allegory for being very dirty, dirty or being a contagious type, which can infect us with its bad, toxic vibe.  But it could
also be that everyone uses it to mop the floor, or whatever.

tras los decorados
AFTER THE DECORATIONS Behind the Curtains, where the public does not see .  [Something that is done] in reserved
form.

tras ser meditado
AFTER BEING MEDITATED verbal locution which means AFTER THINKING IT

trascendentalista
Transcendentalist 1 . supporter of transcendentalism 2.  Epistemological doctrine that ensures that the value of
knowledge is a function of its sensitive element as of the intelligible, and that the latter is a priori, that is, independent of



the value of the experience.  It stipulates that the individual soul and soul of the world are equal and contain the same as
the soul of the world. 

traserón
AUGMENTATIVE REAR TRASERON, ass.  1 .  Exciting and beautiful buttocks.  2 .  Large buttocks. 

traspi
TRASPI typing error due to MISSTEP, small failure or inconvenience, which occurs occasionally when the key must be
held down so that the options of the letter with tilde are displayed

trastornado
TRASTORNATE person who suffers from a mental disorder.  Figuratively, it is said of the person who does follies or
acts that are considered abnormal or irrational. 

trastorno
DISORDER Alteration of the normal functioning or development of any organ or organ function.  I feel a deep mental
disorder to see that my definition that I entered recently has disappeared and that I must repeat the work. 

trastos viejos
OLD JUNK ELEMENTS in disuse generally saved but that are no longer used. 

tratados
TREATIES pl .  of TREATIES

tratemos de expresarl con sinificado real expresión no me rayes
LET'S TRY TO EXPRESS IT WITH SINIFIED REAL EXPRESSION DO NOT RAY ME SEE NOT ME RAYES

travesticidio
TRAVESTICIDIO murder of a transvestite for sentimental reasons

travesticidio social
SOCIAL TRANSVESTICIDE Energetic and profound social condemnation of transvestites and their condition. 

travesuras
MISCHIEF plural of MISCHIEF, evils, amusements of children that matter some small damage or harm.  It is missing
that is committed for fun .  2 .  Figuratively, making mischief, by an adult is used for having illegitimate sexual relations. 

traviesa en zoque
The Zoque people (Tzoque, Soque or Zoc) or Zoque culture are a Mexican ethnic group from the states of Chiapas,
Oaxaca and Tabasco that are culturally, geographically and linguistically close to the Mixes and Popolucas. 
Unfortunately only 87. 000 people belong to this ethnic group.  and who speak zoque.  We only know that in the Mayan
language it is called Ko.  You will need to look up the meaning in some Zoque language dictionary. 



trayectos
TRAYECTOS plural de TRAYECTO

trazer
TRAZER From Portuguese TRAZER, bring .  If the query is a marker or plotter, see TRACER .

trebejero
TREBEJERO Said of a place : Space where trebejos are stored or accumulated, i.e. instruments, objects, frets, utensils.
A person's saying : It accumulates objects, frets, utensils or objects of little value.

trechos
TRECHOS llural of TRECHO space, distance or stretch dw time . 

treco
TRECO patatus

trencadís
TRENCADIS in Spain : type of ornamental application of mosaics or tiles joined with mortar; very common in Catalan
modernist architecture

trench
English TRENCH 1, Ditch 2.  Place on the outskirts of Dima, in the Levitate video of the 21 Pilots 2.  Brand of women's
clothing, especially coats and above all 4 Colloquially, the vagina.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may
be crack, vagina

trending topic
TRENDING TOPIC english TREND , trend and TOPIC subject , topical; issue that is being very prominent and
commented out, especially on social media.  This locution was invented by twiter to label the most commented threads
in its application and that were producing more impact.

trepadas
CLIMBS f .  pl.  of the participle of the verb TREPAR , climb vertically , climb .  Figuratively, to move up the ladder of an
undertaking or institution

tres puertas
THREE DOORS name of several companies of various kinds located in the neighborhoods Franklin, Ochagavía and the
Center of Santiago de Chile. 

trébol verde
GREEN CLOVER award that Michelin magazine awards since the second ten of the 2000s to restaurants that are
seriously concerned about being carbon neutral and the ecological generation of their culinary inputs.  It follows the
same standard of Michelin stars, that is, it can be achieved1, 2 or 3. clubs. 

trémulos



Trembling TREPLOS Plural TREPLOS

triamcinolona
TRIAMCINOLONA corticosteroid used to alleviate the pain of mouth canker sores. 

triangulopodo
TRIANGUL-POWER Said of an animal : it has the legs in the shape of a triangle .

triánguloesféricotrirrectángulo
TRIANGLESPHERICALTRIRECTNGULO Spelling Error by TRIRECTNGULO SPHERICAL TRIANGLE .  trigonometry :
triangle on the surface of a sphere that has 3 angles of 90 degrees. 

tribadista
TRIBADISTA 1 .  Tribada, Lesbian 2.  who is in favor of lesbianism 3.  relative or belonging to female homosexualism

tribunal de alzada
COURT OF ALZADA court confirmed by three judges who know the filing of the defendant or the defense against the
judgment of the judges.  2 .  Similar appeal to the ruling of a court of ethics and discipline. 

tricampeonato
TRICAMPEONATO third tournament won or that is attempted to win

tricefálica
TRICEPHALIC TRICEPHALIC having three heads

tricefálico
TRICEPHALIC relative to the tricephalon, 3-headed organ.  Which has 3 heads or chiefdoms : tricephalic government

tricloroeteno
TRICHLOROETHENO trichloroethylene .  See TRICLOROETILENO

tricloroetileno
TRICLOROETILENO composed of Eene C2H4 which has been replaced by 3 hydrogen molecules with 3 chlorine,
leaving C2HCl3 .

triculi
TRICULO Alcoholic beverage originating in Haiti, toxic for its methanol content that is used in voodoo veneration events.
 It is clandestinely produced from guarapo, sugar cane, fermented fruit, and also added decaying birds and guts and
decomposed chicken heads because they easily generate alcohol.  it's like an unsann distilled rum, which can produce
blindness and then death.

triestrellada
TRIESTRELLADA which has three stars



triestrellado
TRIESTRELLADO that has three stars

trifuncional
TRIFUNCTIONAL that fulfills three functions, which is capable of performing three different tasks, independently. 

trifurcar
TRIFURCAR separate into three, as well as BIFURCAR is split into two.

trigido
TRIGIDO in Chile : spelling error by TRIGID, superlative of BRÍGIDO, bacan, cool

trigmo
TRIGMO is the name of a Swedish media company.  Probably the query is by TIGMO greek source prefix which means
to tap .

trigo almidonero silvestre
TRIGO ALMIDONERO SILVESTRE TRITICUM DICCOCUM is a common variety of wheat In ancient times it was the
most important wheat species for humanity, but is currently almost extinct, as there are only crops left in some regions of
India and Asturias. The scandal contains gluten and is not suitable for consumption by celiac people. 

trigo escanda
TRIGO ESCANDA triticum dicoccoides hexaploid wheat typical of the Asturias area, where it is known as fisga.  It is
confused with spelt wheat and farro wheat as they are closely linked.  In Chile we call it candeal wheat. 

trilero trilera
TRILERO , To person who manipulates the trills, in the game of Pepito pays double, musket, ball or where is the ball? ,
a scam that takes place on walks, fairs and busy places, with three buckets and a ball or with three cards, in which the
bettor, after a manipulation, must decide in which bucket is finally the ball. 

trillonésima
TRILLIONTH, A portion that corresponds to 1/1. 000. 000. 000. 000. 000. 000 or 1 / 10 ^ 18 parts of the unit.  In the
English system corresponds to 1/1. 000. 000. 000. 000 or 1/10 ^ 6 the unit's parts

trillonésimo
THREETHS the trillotyth of a unit .  A part of the 1. 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 ( 1/10*12 or 10*-12 ) ) of parts in
which a unit is divided .

trimalciato
TRIMALCIATO jitanjáfora, part of the gíglico language created by Julio Cortázar in his novel Rayuela, chapter 68.  As
such, it has no more meaning than what the reader wants to give it.  It is understood, however, that it is a question of
describing a sexual act between the protagonists.  The trimalciate of ergomanina could be a deflecado scourer (the
filulas de cariaconcia), an allegory of the state of the man after dabbling long in the sex of the woman. 



trinitario ternario
TRINITARIO 1 .  Belonging to the order of the Trinitarians, it was founded in 1196 to go to rescue the Christians who
were in the possession of the Muslims. 2 .  Concerning the holy trinity of God. TERNARY 1 . Relative belonging to the
tern 2 .  The third grade after the primary and secondary

trinqueta
TRINQUETA ratchet, mechanism or part that locks a sprocket, or other moving element, that rotates in one direction, so
that it cannot rewind. 

tripersonal
TRIPERSONAL which is for use for or by three people.

triple acción
TRIPLE ACTION expression used by manufacturers of deodorants, moisturizers, anticorrosives, paints and others, to
indicate that the product provides 3 important benefits, such as being anticorrosive, oxide converter and enamel.  But,
more than anything, it is a marketing trick, in which you want to give the buyer the idea of superior power.  It alludes to
the subconscious rating record of films x, little sex and triple x, or xxx, intense sex. 

triple ciego
TRIPLE CIEGO Masking technique in research in which the patient, the researcher/doctor, and also the analysis and
evaluation group do not know the group to which it has been assigned, that is, they do not know what type of treatment
the patient has been exposed to.

triple match point
TRIPLE MATCH POINT In tennis, go won 40-0 the point that, if won, grants the match.  If the next ball is lost it is in a
double match point situation. 

triptán
TRPTON drug based on the drug tryptamine, which blocks migraines and headaches.  It is of temporary effect and does
not cure the disease.  The triptan does not serve as a preventive treatment. 

tripunto
THREE-POINT TRIPUNTO

triscaidecafobia
TRICAIDECAFOBIA irrational fear of number 13 . 

trisómico
TRISOMIC Person who has a genetic alteration (syndrome) in a diploid organism and instead of having two
chromosomes has three.  Down syndrome is an example of trisomy.  Unfortunately this alteration produces various
organic failures and cognitive and motor impairments.

tristylium
TRISTYLIUM panta angiosperm of the pentaphyloceae family.  There are 49 species, including tristylium hayatae,
tristylium longicarpum, tristylium morii, cleyera theaeoides and japonica cleyera



triterapia
TRITERAPIA Treatment against AIDS or HIV called high-efficiency antiretroviral , which consists of supplying 2 or 3
drugs that inhibit reverse transcriptase, or 2 from that family and a third party that inhibits protease.  2 application of
three therapeutic orograms, e.g. cognitive therapisting (relearning), psychological therapistry ( mental balance) and
physiological therapy (muscle recovery) 

triunfita
TRIUMPHANT Female contestant of the Spanish program Operación Triunfo. 

triunfito triunfita
TRIUNFITO , A in Spain : contestant of the television program Operation Triumph

trivalidad
TRIVALITY spelling error by TRIVIALITY

trígido
TRIGIDO in Chile : variant Chileanism derived from BRÍGIDO urban language for something that berizes hairs, creepy.
Trigid is the superlative of brígido, that is, extremely brígido. 

trípodo
TRIPOD Tripod, which has three legs

troceadas
Plural female TROCEADAS of TROCEADO, particious of TROCEAR , TROZAR , break into small pieces or pieces. 

trofica
TRFICO , To Belong or relating to NUTRITION

troglo
TROGLO I know her because that's how my wife treats me all the time, when I leave everything dirty, when I eat in bed,
when I leave the clothes on the floor.  I have the strong suspicion that it has some relationship with the hominins
TROGLODITAS of the prehistoric era, without further education or urbanity.

trolar
TROLAR on social media, post offensive, provocative or irrelevant messages incognitoly for a disruptive or answering
purpose

troleando
TROLEANDO intervening on social media in the form of incognito with out-of-tone, aggressive, provocative or
meaningless messages. 

troleo
TROLEO trolling or trolling action.  Do through social networks.  anonymously, posts of provocative, irrelevant or
off-topic messages.  The author is a troll



trombiculiasis
TROMBICULIASIS trobiculina autumnalis Infection of cats produced by the larvae of a mite, whose main agents are
Eutrombicula alfreddugesi and Euschongastia nuñezi-hoffman.   The first active stage is the 6-legged larva, the only one
in which it can infest animals or humans.  The larva measures 0 . 2 mm, can be seen without microscope as an orange
dot, and reaches up to 0.6 mm.  after feeding .  They are present in the vegetation and are active while there is light,
especially in dry and sunny weather, which occurs towards the end of June in the northern hemisphere, and December
in the south. 

trombidiasis
TROMBIDYASIS dermatozoonosis, a disease transmitted by a mite, mainly the Erecthubicula Alfreddugesi, which
inserts its larvae under human skin, producing umbilant papules of the face, trunk and limbs.

tromboculiasis
TROMBOCULIASIS See Tlazahuate Dermatozoonosis produced by a mite of the family Trombiculidae

trompito
TROMPITO , diminutive of TROMPO : Peonza .  2 .  Small turn of a vehicle, especially a car, on itself when drifting.  3 . 
Awkward person 4.  Marine gasteropod mollusk, abundant on the coasts of Spain, with conical tentacles on the head
and angled conical shell at the base and whole opening, depressed transversely.

tropeles
TROPELES plural of troop.  Troop derivative.   See troop Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be messy
crowds

tropicales
TROPICAL , plural of TROPICAL , belonging or relative to the tropics 2 .  Very hot and rainy in the summer- 3 .  Said of
a person : Very sly, unserious

troquel prensa
TROQUEL RARE PRESS .  It's probably a die cutter that in the past was a press.  It is common, at least in Chile to
convert the old Heidelberg presses, which are heavy duty and last an eternity, into die cutters when the fit is already
imperfect to the point that it must be desumed.  Today, simultaneous printing and die-cutting is done by means of digital
printing machines that make gigantography and sometimes have blades that die when the substrates are self-adhesive. 

trostkismo
TROTSKYISM masculine name1 . Political doctrine based on the thought of Leon Trotsky (Revolutionary Soviet
politician, 1879-1940) Marxist current marked by the defense of the theory of permanent revolution, contrary to stalinist,
which led to the imprisonment and murder of most of them, including trostsky himself, avecindado in Mexico, in the
house of Rivera and Frida Kalho 2.  Political movement based on this doctrine . 

trozos
PLURAL TROZOS OF TROZO , piece , part

trómbico
TROMBICO Relative or belonging to the thrombus, blood clot that forms inside the blood vessel.  When the thrombus
performs the function of unsealing a crack produced in the vessel it manages to repair the problem beautifully.  But



when the thrombus comes off and goes down the arterial way to the heart or brain the patient's death is imminent.

trucos
Plural trick tricks, subreptitious maneuver that is not detected with the naked eye, traditionally used by prestidigitators
and magicians to entertain the audience.  2 .  by extension some clever action to achieve something, not obvious to the
naked eye. 

trueques
Barter is the exchange of goods, objects and services by others without the intervention of money.  Ancient civilizations
didn't know money and commercial transactions conducted through barter.

trumpismo
TRUMPISM Ideology attributed to Donald Trump, President of the United States

trumpista
TRUMPISTA adherence to Donald Trump, former president of the United States ( 2016-2020) 

trunfera
TRUNFERA of Aragonese, potato plant.

truple ciego
TRIPLE CIEGO Masking technique in research in which the patient, the researcher/doctor, and also the analysis and
evaluation group do not know the group to which it has been assigned, that is, they do not know what type of treatment
the patient has been exposed to.

trusted trader
TRUSTED TRADER anglilicism by reliable trading agent, person or company that on behalf of a third party makes trade
negotiations in another country, export or import .  Today the concept has been extended because there are companies
that are dedicated to finding professionals, technicians, craftsmen and anything, that are reliable, even in the same city
of the plaintiff.  The responsibility for being reliable puts her in another company that seeks for example, the best
electrician, plumber or ceramicist in the place. 

try
TRY anglilicism by INTENTO 2 .  In rugby league and rugby union : pass the finish line and make the ball touch on the
ground, giving the maximum score of 5 points.  3 .  Song and video clip for Pink 4 song and video clip for Colbie Caillat . 

ttuyamía
TTUYAMIA Spelling Error by TUYA , MIA

tubera
TUBERA machine that manufactures 2 fem tubes.  person who drives a tubera machine

tuchada
TUCHADA root in the form of a table



tucu tucu
TUCU TUCU motor vehicle 3-wheeled, open, sometimes covered, windowless, replacing rickshaw, for the transport of
few passengers and tourists, or for the transfer of small loads. 

tucutin
TUCUTIN spelling error by TUCUTÍN, to make tucutín is to have sex, cachar, to take, to throw, tonicate

tuit party
TUIT PARTY , English twitter party .  Twitter party.  hashtag chat, sometimes tweet chat oTwitter party, refers to a
collective use of a hashtag over a certain period of time, with the intention of oromocionating an event or a cause.  A
hashtag chat doesn't just happen at one time .  It can be unique, or repeat peri-periodically, every week, every fortnight,
or whatever.  Using the hashtag comk group, participants can create a trending topic and spread the message faster
and more extensively.

tuk-tuk
TUK-TUK vehicle of 3 or 4 wheels of small size, open that allows to carry up to 2 people and has space to carry a small
load. The tuktuk is a motorized version of the rickshaw

tuki
TUKI or TUQUI, a very popular urban tribe in Venezuela and especially in Caracas.  They have a simian and gregarious
behavior.  It is the Spanish cani, the Chilean flaite, the Mexican naco, the Panamanian rakataka and the Colombian ñero
or Coleto

tulca
TULCA amateur or related to the Thrash Metal band, Querétaro MEX. Latest official album : TAKE THE WORLD ( 2018
) 

tumbada
TUMBADO , DA Past participle of the verb TUMBAR , lie , lie : All day lying in the poltrona or in the hammock.

tumbero
TUMBERO in Argentina : in lunfardo , sublanguage of lunfardo , used in prison .   The origin comes from the barracks
where, formerly, the TUMBA (very low quality food, which usually had boiled meat) was served to those soldiers who
wanted it. 2 .  Person who is dedicated to taking care of the graves in the cemetery.  3 .  Person who digs pits or builds
niches.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be in 1972, in the tombs, the writer enrique medina made a
cruel x-ray of the institutes for minors, the tombs, which popularized the tumbero

tumultuosos
PLURAL TUMULTUOSOS of TUMULTUOSO, which generates clutter, confusion

tunche
TUNCHE Being mythological of the yine ethnic group, which is supposed to roam at night in the interior of the jungle,
like a soul in sorrow.

tuq



TUQ 1 .  The Telehealth Usability Questionnaire (TUQ) questionnaire that was developed to evaluate the efficiency of
remote health service.  Today it is surpassed by video conferencing technology. 2 .  In Mexico : brand of tennis shoes 3 .
 In Kakchikel language it is purple.

tuquis
TUQIS , plural of TUQUI or TUKI .  Member of an urban tribe characteristic of Venezuela.  See TUKI

turbazo
MOB MOB, violent crowd, in Chile: criminal act in which gangs of young people enter shops and supermarkets and raze
merchandise of all kinds in the eyes of the entire public and guards. 

turboalimentación
TURBOCHARGING powered by means of a turbine that is part of the engine and improves the filling of air in the
cylinders.  It could also be made by means of a turbocharging or a hydraulic turbine. 

turcoalemán
TURKALEMAN 1 .  Son of Turk and German, or vice versa.  2 .  who resides in Turkey and was born in Germany, or
vice versa.  3 .  who has relations with governments, cultures or Turkish and German trade

turismo residencial
RESIDENTIAL TOURISM Irony with regard to mandatory confinement, means to make walks inside the residence, that
is, go to the bathroom, to the balcony, eventually go out to the corridors and as a great thing, take a ride in the elevator
or go to the parking lot to start the engine of the car.

turpial o mochilero
TURPIAL OR MOCHILERO See TURPIAL , national bird of Venezuela and MOCHILERO , person who travels great
distance with a backpack on his shoulder. 

tuvieja
TUVIEJA spelling error by YOUR OLD .  Your mother.

twit chat
TWIT CHAT TWITTER CHAT , live events where participants come together to review and discuss a trending topic
Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be tweet chat, twitter chat

twittera
TWITTERA woman who communicates, through messages by the social network Twitter. 

txakoli
TXAKOLI of txakolin, in Basque, wine that is produced in the Basque country, in Cantabria and Chile and which is
characterized by a higher level of acidity and, traditionally, by a lower alcohol content. 

txuri-urdin
TXURI-URDIN in Spain : blue white, in Basque;  fan of the Real Sociedad team.  The plural is tuxi urdinenses. 



tycoon
TYCOON anglicism by MAGNATE , powerful person for his money in industry or trade It was used by foreigners in
Japan to appoint the shogun , between the years 1857 and 1868 . 

tziguamonte
TZIGUAMONTE In Mexico : Ciguamonte , ciguamut .  It has traditionally been made in indigenous communities with
meat from wild or wild animals such as deer, wild boar, monkey or tlacuache; however, due to the scarcity of these
species or the prohibition of their consumption, it is most often made with goat, res or rabbit.  the meats are roasted first
and then stewed with seasonings.  It is a typical Chiapas dish.  In Jiquipilas, ciguamonte is usually cooked with venison
or beef, with tomato, guajillo chili, onion, holy grass, garlic and epazote.  In San Cristóbal de las Casas, ciguamut, as it
is also known, is usually prepared with ijar, tomato, garlic, onion, achiote, epazote, Simojovel chili, potatoes and carrots,
among other vegetables.  A variety called postoma is thickened with whipped dough.  In several places the meat is
cooked with tomatoes and a lot of epazote.  In some cases, this stew may resemble the Yucatan chocolomo.

tzihuamonte
TZIHUAMONTE see ZIHUAMONTE

ualabí
UALAB is a medium-sized marsupial very similar to kangaroo, which inhabits Australia.

uberizacion
UBERIZATION spelling error by UBERIZATION

uberización
UBERIZATION adaptation of taxi service to Uber mode.  Conversion from traditional taxi to Uber service. 

ubeyuko
UBEYUKO untie .   ( indigent sound )  Term used by the indigenous chaimas of Venezuela " beyuko is bejuco
:<br>Bejuco.   for example, to punish children who misbehave.

ucr
UCR in Argentina : Unión Civil Radical , political party founded by Leandro Alem in 1891 .  2 .  Acronym with which the
name of Ukraine is abbreviated. 

ucrónica
UCRONIC Relative to UCRONIA Reconstruction of a stage of past history with hypothetical data or assuming a change
in what actually happened.

ue
EU European Union acronyms

ueta
UETA is a division of Duty Free of Americas, a company dedicated to retail in airports, especially on the border of the
United States and Mexico.  and also in Latin America.



ugu
UGU see UWU

uguedey
UGUEDEY Ogodei, son of Kenghis Khan, second great khan of the Mughal empire on the death of his father. 

ulalume
ULALUME poem by Edgar Alan Poe dedicated to hjs wife, Virginia Clemm. It is suposed to be based on a real person.

ultimate
ULTIMATE anglilicism for the ultimate, the ultimate

ultra moderno -na
ULTRAMODERNO , A which is modern to the far, extremely modern or novel

ultra petita
ULTRA PETITA of ultra, sumo, in extreme, and petit, small in French.  very small, very small. 

ultraactividad
ULTRAACTIVITY 1 .  extreme activity 2.  In law: the validity of a law repealed by the fact that the charges or the thing
being investigated occurred while the law was in force and therefore applies using it. 

ultrabaja
ULTRABAJA feminine ultraBAJO, very low height. 

ultrabajo
ULTRA's ULTRABAJO, from Latin extremely, extremely, beyond

ultrabrillo
ULTRABRILLO glitter or extreme plight

ultracatolicismo
ULTRACATOLICISM Extreme Catholicism, exacerbated.  The Catholic religion brought to outrage. 

ultracatólica
ULTRACATLIC, to Catholic at the ultranza

ultracatólico ultracatólica
ULTRACATLIC ULTRACATLIC SEE ULTRACATLIC

ultraconocida
ULTRACONOCIDA WELL known



ultraconservado
ULTRACONSERVED Who stays young looking for his age

ultraconservadoa
ULTRACONSERVED View ULTRACONSERVED

ultraconservador
ULTRACONSERVADOR person or very traditionalist thought and that clings to traditions and customs to every event.

ultracuerpo
ULTRACUERPO term invented by Philip Kaufman for his 1978 film, "Invasion of the body snatchers", translated as
Invasion of the Ultrabodys" which is a remake of one of the best science-1956 fiction "The Invasion of Body Thieves," in
which spores from deep space flourish beautifully in the streets and people take them home.  At night they seize and
duplicate the bodies of humans, killing them and destroying the bodies.  Now they replace them but they are people
without feelings or emotions.  My interpretation is that spores are just a contraption to do a psychological analysis on the
evolution of human society and make us think about its possible consequences. 

ultraexclusivo-va
ULTRAEXCLUSIVO, A exclusive among the exclusive, extreme exception, something really special and unique

ultraexpansiva
ULTRAEXPANSIVA monetary policy based on very low or no interest rates, and even negative, in order to rapidly boost
investment and production, achieving accelerated economic growth and thereby job creation. 

ultraexpansivo
ULTRAEXPANSIVE when the objective is to stimulate aggregate demand, an Expansive Fiscal Policy is applied,
especially when the economy is in recession and needs a boost to expand.  Higher spending tends to the deficit or can
even cause inflation (higher public spending and lower taxation).  If these measures are taken to extremes, there is talk
of ultra-expansionary policy, as has happened in Chile and many other countries that have wanted to alleviate the
effects of the coronavirus pandemic.

ultrafino
ULTRAFINO extremely delicate and exquisite. 

ultralocal
ULTRALOCAL extremely small in territorial extension, for example, referring to a villorrio, village, commune or village.

ultramanipulado
ULTRAMANIPULATED ultra very, to the high and manipulated degree , past participle of the verb manipulate/E] work
too much something, handle it.  Said of a person : it has been very mentally worked to be conducted as desired.  Said of
a food product : That your . chemistry, so that it is tastiest, addictive, enduring, sterile and immune to bacteria and fungi.

ultramaratón
ULTRAMARATHON marathon race with outstanding characteristics over the others, in particular by the number of
participants, about 50. 000, the public, about 2 million and the prizes, although the length is always about the same of



all, about 52, 250 kilometers.  Events begin a week earlier with an 8-kilometer race. 

ultramonetarista
ULTRAMONETARIST MONETARIST to the extreme, staunch supporter of MONETARISM, that is to say of the increase
of the circulating in an economy. 

ultramóvil
ULTRAMOBILE car model created in Molist workshops in Barcelona, Spain in 1902.  In Seville there are two registered .

ultranacionalismo
ULTRANACIONALISM doctrine that postulates the rejection and elimination of all foreign, especially foreign investment,
legislative, political or economic dependence and immigration.  2 .  Doctrine that postulates that a state or region of a
country must be self-governing without any bond with the central government.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be chauvinism, extreme nationalism, absolute independence

ultranacionalista
ULTRANATIONALIST right-wing extremist, traditionalist and conservative . 

ultraortodoxa
ULTRAORTODOXO , A religious in the extreme

ultraortodoxo
ULTRAORTODOXO person or action of extreme religiosity, with follow-up of great fidelity to the canons and rules of
religion (which professes). 

ultraortodoxo ultraortodoxa
ULTRAORTODOX ULTRAORTODOX see ULTRAORTODOX

ultrapartidismo
ULTRAPARTIDISM ideology that exacerbates the politicization of society giving every activity a confrontational political
connotation between various antagonistic ideologies.  Everything is decided from an ideologically beneficial arlier than
pragmatic perspective, to the extreme that it is sufficient that something is detrimental to adversaries to be beneficial to
the other side. 

ultraperiférica
ULTRAPERPERFIERIC, A which is extremely far from the center

ultraperiférico
ULTRAPERIFÉRICO of the Greek prefix ULTRA , extreme , super and PERIFERIA , outer edge; which is or is at the
outer and farthest possible part of a center (from a city or place) 

ultrapersonalizado
ULTRAPERSONALIZED that is exaggeratedly marked or identified as belonging to someone. 



ultraprocesada
ULTRAPROCESADA women from ULTRAPROCESADO

ultraprocesado
ULTRAPROCESADO , To neologism attributed to foods that are formulated industrially based on natural foods but
incorporating additives that preserve them, give them more flavor, make them more attractive to the eye and give them
texture to look more like food and even surpass them, for example, making them crisp.  The fact that they are relatively
inexpensive makes them more achievable to the population, but they create a health risk

ultraprocesados
ULTRAPROPROCESSED ultra, to a maximum degree, to a large extent said of food : They have been made with
additives and chemical preservatives to achieve their taste, color and freshness for extended periods of time

ultraprocesar
ULTRAPROCESS PRODUCE EDIBLE PRODUCTS FROM ALREADY PROCESSED FOODS, WHERE YOU CAN NOT
DISTINGUISH FRESH INGREDIENTS IN THEIR PRESENTATION .  It is usually the production of snacks and drinks. 

ultrareligiosa
ULTRARRELIGIOSA (and not ultra-religious) female ULTRARRELIGIOUS, religious to outrage, religious extremist. 

ultrareligiosa
ULTRARRELIGIOSA (and not ultra-religious) female ULTRARRELIGIOUS, religious to outrage, religious extremist. 

ultrareligioso
ULTRARELIGIOUS spelling error by ULTRARRELIGIOSO, extremely religious, religious in the extreme

ultrarestrictivo
ULTRARESTRICTIVE Spelling Error by ULTRARRESTRICTIVO .  We are filling the dictionary with misspelled terms,
diminishing its documentary quality. 

ultrarreligioso
UltraRELIGIOUS religious in the extreme

ultrarrestrictivo
ULTRA-RESTRICTIVE that is extremely limiting or limiting

ultrasuburbano
ULTRASUBURBANO , A which is at the marginal ends of the city.  Neologism generated by the excessive expansion of
the metropolises that have their urban and suburban area.  Sometimes the peripheral area is very remote and almost
rural or arrabalera and is distinguished by this epithet

ultratecnológico
ULTRATECNOLOGICAL that is technologyed at an extreme level. 



ultratérmica
ULTRATHERMAL fem .  OF ULTRATHERMAL RELATIVE TO ULTRATHERMAL , Electromagnetic field of high
frequency that generates deep heat in the body tissues for healing purposes .  It is not recommended in people with
metal implants, pacemakers, pregnancy, malignant tumors, thrombophlebitis or if taking anticoagulants or vasodilators. 

ultratradicionalista
UltraTRADITIONAList extremist who wants to keep customs and traditions to every event.  Conservative. 

ultratrail
ULTRATRAIL ultra-background race, are mountain races with ultra-strong distances, with large climbs and steep
descent slopes, on secondary roads and crossing streams and rivers. 

ultraviolencia
Ultra-Maximum Prefix ULTRAVIOLENCE Extreme Violence .

ululado
past participle of the verb HOOTING, producing long, resembling the scream, hiss [wind] to enter with force by cracks
and other sites.

un dos por ters
A TWO BY TERS spelling error by A TWO TIMES THREE, wanting to say quickly, in an instant. 

un libro de bolsillo
A BOOK OF POCKET Book that has soft lids and can be carried inside the jacket pocket

un simple aprendiz
SIMPLE APPRENTICE.  Derogatory way to name a novice, inexperienced or practicing.

un sutil fuego corre bajo mi piel
A SUBTLE FIRE RUNS UNDER MY SKIN allegory to refeeirse to the sexual arousal or infatuation that generates feeling
strongly attracted to another person. 

un valor añadido
( A )  ADDED VALUE Value added to an unfinished product .

una doctrina de filosofía
A PHILOSOPHY DOCTRINE See Philosophical Doctrine

una eternidad
AN ETERNITY figuratively, a lot [time].  An enormity [of time].

una gracias
A THANK YOU Syntactic Error .  The correct expression is One, thank you, an answer to an offer (of calugas or pills, for



example).  If nk were the case is a syntactic number error, in which it was intended to say "a grace" or "a thank you" i.e.
a joke, a comic act, a skilled act.

una lección filosófica
A PHILOSOPHICAL LESSON is simply a life lesson of a thinker, sometimes framed in a doctrine, sometimes of a more
universal character.  A hedonist who propels pleasure as the ultimate purpose by which human beings step on the earth
may differ in their message about love or effort, than a stoic, peripatetic or academic (platonic) would do. 


